MINUTES OF MEETING –

Construction Reference Group (CRG)
Armadale Road to North Lake Road Bridge
Meeting 2

Date:

Tuesday 19 November
2019

Distribution:

All CRG members and meeting visitors and guests

Attendees:

Time:

18:00-20:00

Location:

Hive Room, Cockburn Youth Centre, Success WA

Dino Elpitelli, Banjup Residents Association

Andrew Pierce, local resident

Tarun Dewun, Lions Club of Atwell, Atwell College P&C

Rob Grieve, Jandakot Resident

Yaz Mubarakai MLA, Member for Jandakot (until 6:45)

Paul Stuchbury, Interface Manager, AAA

Cr Lara Kirkwood, City of Cockburn (until 7:30)

Anthony Deurloo, Alliance Director, AAA

Alexandra McAuliffe, Cockburn Gateway

Ewan Gee, Design Manager, AAA

Ilario Spagnolo, Project Director, Main Roads

Linton Pike (Facilitator), Estill and Associates Pty Ltd

Chris Rickard, Project Communications Lead, MRWA

Guests:

Apologies:

David Wheeler, Landscape Planners Pty Ltd

Greg Parsons, Beeliar Regional Chamber of Commerce

Randal Humich, Jandakot Home Centre

Charles Sullivan, City of Cockburn

Tony Mangano, Business Owner

Andrew Round, Cockburn Central Resident

Raj Paul, Treeby Community Association

Nathan Maas, Planning Solutions

Ian Thurston, Banjup Residents Association

Tim de Beaux, Success resident
Gerard King, Atwell Resident
Deborah Regel, Atwell Resident
Kurtis Scott, Lead Start Early Learning
David Brennan, Jandakot Residents and Ratepayers Association
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1

WELCOME AND MEETING PURPOSE
Linton Pike welcomed CRG members to the workshop, outlined the workshop process and explained that the workshop will:
• Provide a project update;
• Identify and discuss community opportunities and issues associated with the project.
A list of workshop participants is provided above. The Workshop Agenda is provided at Attachment One. Linton thanked all members of the CRG for
taking the time to participate in the group.

2

PREVIOUS MEETING
Comment was invited from CRG members to identify errors or omissions in the previous Meeting Summary:




No changes were requested.
Yaz Mubarakai and Lexi McAuliffe advised that they aren’t getting project information including the Meeting Summaries.
Lara Kirkwood asked to be included in future project information distribution as the City of Cockburn’s representative on the CRG.

ACTIONS ARISING FROM THE PREVIOUS MEETING
Q: What are the proposed haulage routes for Project materials?
A: This detail is yet to be worked out. An answer is expected to be known by February 2020 but will be subject to borrow pit locations and arterial roads.
We expect to start bringing fill to site in the first quarter of 2020, however, there isn’t a lot of imported fill for this project but lots of material to be moved
around the site. The concern regarding haulage rat runs is noted.
Q: How will Project information be provided to businesses and other stakeholders? Suggestion to utilise the Melville / Cockburn Chamber of Commerce
and Industry to disseminate information.
A: AAA have made contact with the MCCCI to offer a Project presentation and to open the lines of communication with this group and is waiting on a
response. The email distribution list will be used.
Q: Can project information be shared on Facebook via local groups?
A: Project Facebook posts shared on City of Cockburn, Atwell Residents Association and Cockburn Gateway pages. AAA will continue to liaise with the
representatives of these groups to share Project information. The process is working quite well.
Q: Can we see some images or plans for public art for the Project?
A: Public art will be presented to CRG when in a workable format. Preliminary urban design will be presented later this evening with Aboriginal art
inclusions to be provided as well when it is developed.
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ACTIONS ARISING FROM THE PREVIOUS MEETING (continued)
Q: Councillor Chontelle Sands requested information about collector-distributor (CD) roads and the Kwinana Freeway Northbound widening Project.
A: Chris Rickard from Main Roads and Paul Stuchbury met with Councillor Chontelle Sands to explain the benefit and functionality of CD roads. This will
be shown in the fly through later tonight. Similar to Mitchell freeway northbound between Cedric and Karrinyup
Q: CRG member Ian Thurston requested all CRG communications be sent BCC to keep email addresses anonymous.
A: Main Roads and the Project team have agreed to this approach for all communications to CRG members. Linton to follow up with Carmel to ensure
communications go to the Banjup Resident’s Association email address and not Ian’s personal email address.

3

DIGITAL FLY THROUGH
Paul Stuchbury presented a 3D project fly-through and explained key project features and considerations.
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A number of questions resulted as shown below.
Q

How would Treeby residents get children to school?

A

Those that are walking and crossing Armadale Road could do so using the zebra crossing or signalised underpass.

Q

The fly through showed the shared path close to the edge of the carriageway on the southern side of Armadale Road near Freshwater Drive. Will
it be safe?

A

It is a constrained verge with a drainage basin, lighting, and a path. Barriers will be provided at potential hazard points where required.

Q

Is noise mitigation proposed along Armadale Road near Freshwater Drive?

A

Yes, noise walls are proposed.

Q

Will the Freshwater Drive and Armadale Road intersection be signalised?

A

No, it will offer left in, left out and right in access.

Q

Is the PTA car park included in these works?

A

It will be designed and priced and possibly included as part of these works but isn’t currently included.

Q

Will Verde Drive be linked to the City of Cockburn work on Solomon and Prinsep Roads?

A

Yes, however some timing difference will result between the works.

Q

Is the underpass included in the works?

A

Yes, the underpass is included as shown tonight. The other bridges and structures are also included.

Q

Will the shared path extend from Armadale Road to Prinsep Road

A

Ultimately that is the intention, however the design and construction of the road link from the underpass to Prinsep Rd is not currently in the scope
of the project.
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A number of questions resulted as shown below.

4

Q

How far is the walk from the car park to the Thornlie to Cockburn station?

A

The existing platform extends north of the current configuration as part of the Thornlie to Cockburn link but we don’t have final detail yet.

Q

Will Treeby residents be able to cycle to the train station to commute?

A

Yes, with bike parking provision at the station.

Q

Are the freeway ramps signalised at junction points?

A

Yes.

Q

What happens with Linkage Avenue and Fettler Lane?

A

Linkage Avenue becomes left in and out only at North Lake Road. Fettler Lane becomes left out only.

Q

Has emergency response access been discussed with police and other emergency services?

A

Yes, and they are comfortable with the provisions made.

DESIGN UPDATE
Anthony Deurloo provided a design update as shown on the following pages.
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The current design status is as follows:

One question resulted as shown below.
Q

What approvals are required from the City of Cockburn?

A

We liaise with the City of Cockburn to agree matters including design review and local road connections in a seamless and coordinated way.
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5

EARLY WORKS UPDATE
Anthony Deurloo provided an update on planned early works explaining that:
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Early Works Update – November / December






Service locating in all areas including rail corridor
Site clearing / rubbish removal
Complete site setup with laydowns, offices, car parks etc.
Civil works for utilities diversions: retaining walls / minor earthworks at Solomon
Road intersection
Utilities service diversions from Tapper Road to Solomon Road and west beyond
Solomon Road intersection

Early Works Update – January
 Utilities service diversions from Tapper Road to west of
Solomon Road
 Vegetation clearing along Armadale Road and east of
freeway
 Removal of median island and streetlights between
Freshwater Drive and Tapper Road
 Temporary pavement construction for traffic switch
 PSP detour implementation – Cockburn Central
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PSP detour implementation –
Cockburn Central








Path detour in
continuation from
Kwinana Freeway
Northbound works.
Information will be
communicated via:
Path signage
WestCycle
Department of Transport
Construction Update
(email)

Early Works Update – February






19 November 2019

First traffic switch on Armadale Road
Establishment of static worksite behind barriers
Roadworks behind barriers
Shared path closure along Armadale Road
Begin construction of Bridge 1733 Pier and deflection wall on Kwinana Freeway northbound
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A number of questions resulted as follows:
Q

What is the contractual end date?

A

The end of 2021.

Q

Are screen walls the same as noise walls?

A

No, screen walls are provided for line of sight considerations while noise walls are provided to attenuate noise impacts.

Q

Will Solomon road be closed further adding to local congestion?

A

Existing road lane carrying capacity will generally be maintained at all times during construction. There may be some short term temporary
periods of closure that result with supporting communications and traffic coordination.

Q

Will there be any local employment opportunities for nearby people or businesses?

A

There are a number of potential opportunities but most key service sub-contracts are in place or nearing finalisation. We will bring some more
information to the next meeting.
ACTION: Anthony
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6

TRAFFIC SWITCH #1
Ewan Gee explained that:
Traffic Switch 1: Phase 1
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Traffic Switch 1: Phase 2
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7

ABORIGINAL ENGAGEMENT AND PARTICIPATION
Anthony Deurloo explained the approach to Aboriginal engagement and participation as shown below:

CRG members commended Main Roads and the delivery team for taking this approach as a great initiative.
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8

URBAN DESIGN AND AESTHETICS
David Wheeler of Landscape Planners Pty Ltd explained that:




Urban design elements;
Aesthetic treatments; and
Public Art.

Urban Design

Creating a sense of place;

Visual connections to surrounding urban areas;

Providing visual amenity for residents; and

Providing connectivity;
A precinct by precinct approach has been taken to reflect the different settings and character of:




The Kwinana Freeway Precinct;
Cockburn Central Precinct; and
Armadale Road Precinct

Urban Aesthetic Elements








Aesthetic treatments to bridge abutments;
Aesthetic treatments to piers;
Aesthetic treatments to noise walls;
Public art treatments to underpasses;
Public art input into visual screens; and
Aboriginal art input into roundabouts.

Urban Aesthetic and Public Art Design Themes
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David added that more information will follow regarding Aboriginal art when it is further developed.
CRG member feedback resulted as follows:




19 November 2019

The proposed solution provides relief and is pleasing to the eye, well done.
It is good to hear that local Aboriginal artists are involved. Descriptive codes to be included with the artwork and phone scan codes for
information to tell the story;
This approach is appreciated, is well done and will instill community pride and ownership.
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A number of questions resulted as follows:

9

Q

Could solar panels be used for noise mitigation on walls to also provide power for lighting or other purposes?

A

We havent applied or seen a similar approach on a vertical wall face and material density is a key factor in noise mitigiation. We do place a
considerable focus on sustainable solutions and will be completing an ISCA rating (Infrastructure Sustainability Council of Australia) for the
project.
There are many sustainability initiatives that we have in place and we will bring this to a future meeting as a discussion topic.
ACTION: Paul

Q

Please use native flora to encourage native fauna to the area.

A

Yes, this is a typical feature of a Main Roads projects. Non-native plants are typically only considered by Main Roads if required for special
purposes.

Q

Will the existing freeway bridge at Beeliar Avenue be lagging behind aesthetically as a result?

A

The existing bridge will remain as it is.

Q

Who will maintain the queenslander noise walls after they are installed?

A

They will be revegetated and maintained by the delivery team initially and then handed over to Main Roads and or local government.

Q

How far along side roads do noise walls extend? How far along the ramp do noise walls extend to protect residents?
Comment: Eastern side of Berrigan to Freo Steel people are unhappy at lack of treatments.

A

Noise modelling and studies are underway and we must comply with State Planning Policy 5.4.
Berrigan will not be included in current studies, this would need to be a separate initiative and noise contours and project impacts will be
considered. All assessments of this nature are considered on a case-by-case basis.
Berrigan is a local road and Main Roads typically extend noise walls a short distance from main roads and then noise walls are considered LGA
assets.
Ilario to confirm extent of boundary and noise treatment if along Berrigan at the next CRG meeting if possible.
ACTION: Ilario

COMMUNITY AND STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
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Paul Stuchbury provided a summary of stakeholder and community engagement activity as follows:
Since September, we have met with stakeholder groups:










Department of Fire and Emergency Services
Department of Transport
City of Cockburn (community relations, environmental, engineering)
Cockburn Gateway
Cycling WA
Property owners
Stockland Estate
WA Police, Cockburn Station
St John Ambulance

Community information sessions:
Cockburn Central (with MetroNet); 21 September
Stargate Shopping Centre, Atwell; 19 October
Stargate Shopping Centre, Atwell; 21 October
What were the 3 most frequently asked questions?
What’s happening at Freshwater Drive / Armadale Road Intersection?
Will Tapper Road be closed for long period?
When will works start and finish?

Community Engagement Update
Letterbox drop:
Notification of geotechnical and investigative early works
October 2019 Project Update (~2000 households)
Email notifications:
Geotechnical and investigative early works
Permanent closure Solomon Road access to retailer car park
Community feedback from information sessions provided to database
Direct mail:
Property condition survey process (~400 properties)
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Upcoming Engagement Activities
December:

Door-knock campaign to notify residents along Armadale Road about planned vegetation clearing to commence in January.

Respond to queries about property condition surveys

Upcoming Freeway PSP detour communications via email databases
January:

Email notification reminder about vegetation clearing along Armadale Road

Reminder about Freeway PSP detours and changes via email databases
February:


Traffic switch communication:
o Variable message boards at location

o
o

Night works notifications to local residents
road works update emailed to Project mailing lists

A number of questions resulted as follows:

10

Q

There have been some dust problems when a strong south westerly wind is blowing. Please be aware of the effects this can have.

A

Impacts such as this are a key consideration for us. We have multiple dust suppression measures in place and stop work policy when excessive
dust results. Please let us know if you experience excessive dust levels.

Q

Please avoid adopting traffic switches in the period immediately after a school term has resumed to keep things constant as much as possible.

A

There will be a rolling program of multiple changes of varying degree. We will do our best to minimise impacts and ensure changes are well
communicated.

Q

Will gawk screens be used to limit road user desire to check out project progress as they pass with safety issues?

A

Yes, we will use them in accordance with the adopted guidelines.

Q

Is the fly-through shown tonight available?

A

Yes, an older version of the animation is available from the Main Roads project webpage. An updated version similar to that shown tonight will be
placed on the project website in due course.
ACTION: Carmel

OTHER BUSINESS - CRG MEMBER COMMENT
CRG members provided comment as shown below.
Lara Kirkwood
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I have nothing further to raise tonight thanks.
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Dino Elpitelli

Green colour shown on the plans and fly through look good but who maintains and renews it?
Answer:
It will be maintained by the team for a period of three years and then by Main Roads. Main Roads is proud of our roads and we do our
best to keep them clean and tidy but it is a huge network. Some areas or network links are poor and there are always improvement
opportunities.

Rob Grieve

This was an excellent meeting, thank you.
I volunteer my house as a noise monitoring point as well.

Andrew Pierce

The meeting was very informative, thank you.
Good and timely information is needed and must get to the public to raise awareness via various media including City of Cockburn to
help spread the message.

Lexi

The meeting was very informative thank you.
Haulage routes and traffic impacts including Beeliar Drive congestion are of interest to us. Anthony will provide info during the project
life.
Please stick to schedule I have spoken with Carmel and we are happy to host project information including artwork to get the message
out there as another great community engagement initiative. People like to touch, feel and be aware of what is happening. We are also
happy to help out with space to share information in the shopping centre.
Answer:
AAA is very positive about this and we are keen to tap into that offer. Pull up banners are available and may be an early opportunity.
ACTION: Carmel

Tarun Dewun

The Aboriginal initiative is good including public art and colour and texture selections.
The design has been explained but I am concerned at impacts for Freshwater Drive – noise wise and resultant noise levels.
Renewables should apply more learnings for this project with untapped opportunities seemingly available.
It would be good to hear from an OSH officer to complete safety and risk assessments including school open times with supporting
mitigating actions.
Health, safety and environment are key considerations and more information would be good so our residents can know the mitigations
that are being applied.
Good communications is needed and the extent and timing of door knocking and other initiatives seems good.
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11

NEXT STEPS
Suggested topics for discussion at a future CRG meeting:


Health, safety, environment and risk (including a sample risk assessment);



Freshwater Drive access and noise management;



Traffic management and desk top Road Safety Audit information;



Traffic switches;



Aboriginal artwork;



Truck haulage routes;



Noise modelling and management.

Next steps include:


The Workshop Summary will be distributed to CRG members; and



Carmel will advise of the next CRG meeting date when it is known - probably in February 2020.

The workshop closed at 8:05pm
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MEETING AGENDA
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